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Have you ever had this problem….you need to travel with all of your stuff and you need a few 
little bags to fit it into??  Or maybe you are just tired of having 3 bags for your brushes, makeup 
and the like.  Check THIS out……I found the most FABULOUS all in one bag called Hold Me.  
This bag is not the standard issue vinyl, see-through plastic, multi-multi-compartment cosmetic 
bag you may be using.  Nor is it the one from the department store – a major cosmetic 
company’s bag that fits their own specific products.  It is not a day planner with pages for make-
up. THIS bag is the “little black dress” of makeup bags. 

First 
off, it’s suede so it looks classy AND it’s easy to clean.  Secondly, it folds up like a little case 
AND it has compartments for EVERYTHING.  The one I picked up is the Miss Suki BUT they 
have four lovely styles to choose from. 
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The Rundown: 
Classic Black This Classic Black Bag features both an interior and exterior of Knew Suede, a 
high-performance, created fabric that is sleek and soft to the touch. This beautiful fabric was 
chosen for its great personality with traits that include superior shape retention and cleaning. It is 
easy care, as even the most stubborn make-up traces are easily wiped away. 

Miss Suki The Miss Suki Bag features a Japanese illustration that is SUPER cute.  The interior 
highlights made from an all-cotton print that has been over-laid with a sleek washable surface. 
The exterior and parts of the interior are made from Knew Suede, a high-performance, created 
fabric that is sleek and soft to the touch. This beautiful fabric was chosen for its great personality 
with traits that include superior shape retention and cleaning. 

Vanity Dames The Vanity Dames Bag features pretty illustrations of women in the same all-
cotton print that has been over-laid with a sleek washable surface. The exterior and parts of the 
interior are made from Knew Suede, a high-performance, created fabric that is sleek and soft to 
the touch. 

Les Fleurs The Les Fleurs Bag features a pretty floral interior print made from an all-cotton 
print that has been over-laid with a sleek washable surface. The exterior and parts of the interior 
are made from Knew Suede, a high-performance, created fabric that is sleek and soft to the touch 

The Hold Me Vanity Makeup Case is available online at holdmecompany.com 

Pack Pretty!!! 

--------------------- 

Lianne Farbes writes TheMakeupGirl, she is a Beauty Expert, Social Media enthusiast, Project 
Manager, Web 2.0 cheerleader and she is Always Online. Follow her on Twitter 
 @TheMakeupGirl and friend her through any of her social profiles here.  
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